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Joe Mulroy: Why do you think he’ll leave?
Frank Dixon: Because he slipped through and fell in a crack. 
Nobody likes staying in a crack because they’re nothing. 




Borders have traditionally been seen as lines of division,​[2]​ as the final line of resistance between a mythical “us” and an equally mythical “them;” either a method of containment or a final barrier leading to ultimate liberation and freedom. At time of writing (2015-2016), an immense refugee crisis is unfolding in Europe. This creates a challenging context within which to examine the nature of borders, but one within which I considered it both urgent and valuable to explore trauma and the female body. These days I often evoke Michel de Certeau's aphorism: “What the map cuts up, the story cuts across.”​[3]​ I further advocate taking account of local context and transnational narratives while travelling between two types of knowledge: the official abstract maps and the personal embodied stories. 
In the face of the current refugee crisis, it is important to contemplate forms of political art practice that address exile and immigration. This chapter will look at two feminist performances: Tanja Ostojić’s Looking for a husband with EU passport (2001-2005) and Lena Šimić’s Blood & Soil: we were always meant to meet… (2011-2014). Both projects are an aesthetic exploration of women’s experiences of belonging and Otherness in borderland after the Yugoslavian war. Their works cluster around the exploration of personal, social, and political exile and displacement from country of origin. Notably, both artists have chosen to relocate from East to West Europe by (ab)using the institution of marriage. Their projects use performativity as a powerful lens through which to perceive the Other as unseen, to imagine a place outside the strictly defined border categories.​[4]​
The first part of this chapter will focus on differences between the concepts of border and borderland. This section will also introduce feminist performance strategies for dealing with the topic of borders and borderlands. The second part of the chapter will analyse the artists’ approach to the body, and the history it inevitably carries. A very specific history, of bodies that have been trapped in liminal spaces for a very long period (both in a geographical/historical sense, but also in a metaphorical and metonymical sense); bodies that have been captured in “a world of multiple crises and continuous fragmentations.”​[5]​ Both Simic’s and Ostojić’s projects are multimedial; they combine performative elements, objects, photographs, originals or copies of official documents and private letters, self-produced artists’ books, and online documentation.​[6]​ This chapter will also explore how the particular choices of medium and autobiographical reflection made by Ostojić and Šimić contribute to the meaning produced in their work. 
Finally, I must briefly mention that there are multiple layers of writing styles and voices in this chapter. There is the academic voice: analytical and critical, paying attention to detail. However, the reader will also encounter the autobiographical voice, present in my diary entries, printed in italics.​[7]​ Though deeply involved in the personal landscape, my diary entries are not just autobiographical. I do not write solely about remembered moments perceived to have significantly impacted on the trajectory of my life. Rather I retrospectively and selectively write about events that stem from, or are made possible by, being part of a culture and/or by possessing a particular cultural identity – being an Eastern European woman who has immigrated to the West. 

Exile Diary, Day 4
 I do not have many close relatives who have emigrated or lived in different countries during their lifetime. My entire family have always been happy where they were, proud of their origins and struggling with the demanding economical and political conditions of the Balkan region. However, that struggle was constantly emphasized by my grandmother’s story about her father, the only one who left the country−to go to Chicago in the USA. At that time, the beginning of the 20th century, it was an arduous journey, and one you would undertake if you wanted to disappear. Apparently he came back to get married and stayed in Macedonia, though the conditions of his return were always puzzling and nobody wanted to discuss them. 
When I received my scholarship to attend the School of the Art Institute of Chicago, I went to see my grandmother. Having suffered a couple of strokes one after the other, she was struggling with dementia. When the news of my scholarship was shared at the table with our family, her eyes opened wide and for a moment she seemed to be quite her old self. She then took me by the hand and said that it was my job to fulfil the dreams of my great-grandfather. She showed me a box of old photographs, letters, and a passport with an American visa− memories that had not been shared with anyone before. The box was now mine, I deserved it. There were many reasons why Todor, my great-grandfather, was a silent man and never talked about his life in the USA. Mostly because every day he silently questioned his decision to return to Macedonia. It was a painful gift, a Pandora’s box in a way, a gateway to someone’s life story: so well kept. 
Even now it puzzles me that these mediated memories, an aged window into a lost life, are such a strong burden for me. I am still struggling to understand why my grandmother thought that it was my job to fulfil his dreams and why until the day she died (just a couple of months after I left for the USA) the only things she remembered clearly were my name and my location. What was the process that linked all of us to this painful story of migration, borders and invisible liminality?
I never returned to live in Macedonia. 

Border as Divisions: Encountering the Personal Crossing 
In the face of the 2016 refugee crises in Europe, anxieties about national identities have surfaced with a vengeance. Despite the prolific “Refugees welcome” rhetoric, racial and ethnic profiling in train stations, airports, and on European cities streets has escalated, revealing the “we” to be both contestatory and exclusionary. Few texts confront these issues more profoundly than Gloria Anzaldúa’s Borderland/La Frontera: The New Mestiza (1987).​[8]​ Anzaldúa interrogates dominant conceptions of nation and identity, exploring through the text’s experimental format the challenging narratives of national identity, revealing the histories of exile, Otherness, and sexuality. Anzaldúa wrote this book as semi-autobiographical encounter with the historical oppression of the imposed border between USA and Mexico. The most engaging aspect of this book is the encounter between the historical, rational language of high theory and the poetic language of myths and collective self-expression.  
I suggest that it is particularly potent to think of Gloria Anzaldúa here, and the distinction that she makes between a border and the borderland. While borders are set up to define the places that are safe and unsafe, to distinguish us from them, a borderland is a vague and undetermined place created by the emotional residue of an unnatural boundary. The borderlands are loaded with meaning. Anzaldúa’s borderland is in a constant state of transition. As described by Cixous, the borderland marked the zone of not belonging for her as a child. She poetically describes:

I went toward France, without having had the idea of arriving there. Once in France I was not there. I saw that I would never arrive in France. I had not thought about it. At the beginning I was disturbed, surprised, I had so wanted to leave that I must have vaguely thought that leaving would lead to arriving. In the first naïve period it is very strange and difficult to not arrive where one is. For a year I felt the ground tremble, the streets repel me, I was sick. Until the day I understood there is no harm, only difficulties, in living in the zone without belonging.​[9]​

Female artists and theorists have explored the borderland and how it has been constructed through the body on many occasions throughout recent history. The practical explorations have focused on what it means to be a woman and an artist in this borderland space. For Bracha Ettinger, both a philosopher and painter, the borderspace is not a boundary, a limit, an edge, or a division. It is, instead, a space shared between different subjects who, while they can never know each other, can, nonetheless, affect each other and share, each in different ways, a single event. Ettinger’s borderspace relates back to Anzaldúa’s borderland and the multidimensionality of this concept: 

The actual physical borderland that I am dealing with …is the US/Mexican border. The psychological borderlands, the sexual borderlands and the spiritual borderlands are not particular to the Southwest. In fact, the Borderlands are physically present wherever two or more cultures edge each other, where people of different races occupy the same territory, where under, lower, middle and upper classes touch, where the space between two individuals shrinks with intimacy.​[10]​ 

She is eloquent in her analysis of the psychological, the sexual, and the spiritual borderland, and argues that living in a state of constant division is similar to living in the shadows.​[11]​ As Anzaldúa performs her own dislocations, her text poignantly reveals gaps in the current dominant national narrative, both in the USA and in Europe. Anzaldúa  describes the ambivalence of the terms home and homeland in her poetry: “I stand at the edge where earth touches ocean/ where the two overlap/ a gentle coming together/ at other times violent crash.”​[12]​ There is only a momentary comfort found in the homeland, and these moments call for a flexible reading of what constitutes national identities and belonging. As argued by Berila, borderland links this border stasis to a political agenda of resisting and reinventing national identity; Anzaldúa calls for a new consciousness, allowing her to exist on both sides of the border without a violent division.​[13]​
Coco Fusco has suggested that art is a particularly valuable site for border disruption because “culture is a…critical, if not the most crucial, area of political struggle over identity.”​[14]​ The artwork analyzed in this chapter questions the form that a border takes, trying to challenge its accessibility, permeability, and potential as a contact and communication zone. This derives from the artists’ experience of an actual border as the boundary line between two states; one which has a concrete location and a set of geographic attributes. In reality, however, it is a far more complex and nebulous entity, traversed in both directions, with a constant leakage of hostile bodies, never able to sustain the separations and protect the inhabitants in the way that its political authors intended.​[15]​ Rosi Braidotti, a feminist theorist who deals with the issues of migration and displacement, states that being nomadic, homeless, an exile, a refugee, an itinerant migrant, or an illegal immigrant, is not a metaphor. Being an immigrant has highly specific geopolitical and historical features and is history tattooed on the human body.​[16]​ Francis Alÿs contemplates the need to spread stories and to generate situations that can provoke a sudden unexpected distancing from the immediate situation. He further questions assumptions about the way things are, and opens up a different vision of the situation, as if from the inside. He adds: 

I think the artist can intervene by provoking a situation in which you suddenly step out of everyday life and start looking at things again from a different perspective-even if it is just for an instant. That may be the artist’s privilege, and that’s where his field of intervention differs from that of a NGO or a local journalist. Society allows (and maybe expects) the artist, unlike the journalist, the scientist, the scholar or the activist, to issue a statement without any demonstration: this is what we call poetic license.​[17]​

Exile Diary, Day 25
Living between two worlds can be demanding. Like an illness, you can’t escape from it. It is so deep in your body. It covers every border that protects you from outside. You can articulate yourself through citizenship, but deep inside you know that the citizenship never articulates, it only imposes form.
Delivery at gate.
There are two gates. One in. One out. And me in between.
A: “We miss you so much.” Her eyes get tearful.
I can’t deliver the news.
B: “Maybe we will stay.”
A: “Stay where?”
B: “I am not quite sure….”
I am thinking of my great grandfather. How do you deliver a loss?

Resisting the Division: Questioning Belonging
The first time I saw the work of Tanja Ostojić, Looking for a husband with EU Passport, as part of the project Capital and Gender​[18]​ in Macedonia, I was in my early twenties, and felt stuck in a country​[19]​ that had suffered years of political turmoil and economical struggle, and was literally shut down due to embargos and strict visa regimes. It was very easy for me to relate to her work and recognize multiple narratives entangled in the provocative posters plastered on billboards, shop windows, and alleys around the city of Skopje. 

INSERT PHOTOGRAPH: FIGURE 1 

I still vividly remember her distributing flyers to unsuspecting shoppers in the City Shopping Mall as part of the group public art project Perfect Match. Ostojić started this project in August 2000. After publishing an advertisement with the title Looking for a husband with EU passport she exchanged more than five hundred letters with numerous applicants from around the world. After a correspondence of six months with a German man, K.G., Ostojić arranged a first meeting as a public performance, in a field in front of the Museum of Contemporary Art in Belgrade, in 2001. One month later, she was officially married to him in New Belgrade. With the international marriage certificate and other required documents, she applied for a visa. After a further two months, she obtained a family unification visa and moved to Dusseldorf.​[20]​ Initially manifesting as a simple homepage on the internet featuring a personal advertisement, the project blurs the boundaries between artist and artwork, biography and artistic practice. As argued by Gade, Ostojić has, in several ways, given her actions the shape of performance.​[21]​ The meeting with her future husband, waiting in a line for a visa, the German lessons, are all staged and real at the same time, a performance of the process of becoming an EU citizen. All these performances were carefully filmed and documented and were exhibited in galleries and museums afterwards, along with the email correspondence with suitors, her passport, and images of her life-changing journey. As further asserted by Gade, this instrumentalization of the work in part involves instrumentalizing of the artist’s body and personality, because the stake of the work is Ostojić herself.​[22]​
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After fifteen years, what still resonates strongly with me is the complexity of her performative expression and the self-irony that allows the viewer to travel with her beyond national borders. Ostojic is making the private act public and is consequently empowered by this transposition.  The documentation allows a performative entry into an imagined, but also very real threshold identity created by Ostojić. Victor Turner argues that there are “threshold people” (liminal personae) who “elude or slip through the network of classification that normally locates states and positions in cultural space.”​[23]​ Threshold people exist in in-between spaces where new beginnings and unexpected combinations can occur. Neither entirely inside nor fully outside any single community, they adopt ambivalent insider/outsider positions in relation to a variety of cultural, professional, gender, and sexual groups. But threshold positions can be dangerous, uncomfortable locations. Thresholds mark crisis points, spaces where conflicting values, ideas, and beliefs converge, unsettling fixed categories of meaning. As argued by Ostojić herself: “In order to claim my own rights, which I have been deprived of under current EU laws, I explicitly applied the strategy of tricking the law to gain the right to move freely, and live and work in diverse locations.”​[24]​ She consciously inhabits this threshold where normal limits to thought, self-understanding, and behaviour are undone. In such situations, according to Turner, the very structure of society is temporarily suspended and allows the possibility of new perspectives. Threshold locations are performative. By performatively translating her life into an artwork, Ostojić reinvents herself and enacts new forms of identity. This challenges the viewer to rethink the dominant culture’s socio-political inscriptions.
Ostojić’s work can be classified under what Trinh Minh-Ha describes as “boundary events.” For Minh-Ha, boundaries signal endings and beginnings at the same time; “There where one stops to exit is also there where one stops to enter anew.”​[25]​ Boundary events are situated at the edge of many binaries, where thinking is acting on both sides. What comes out also comes in, what reaches great depths also travels great distances.  However, creating artwork about the border is challenging; Lucy Lippard highlights the difficulty of this approach: 

Among the pitfalls of writing about art made by those with different cultural backgrounds is the temptation to fix our gaze solely on the familiarities and the unfamiliarity, on the neutral and the exotic, rather than on the area in between−the fertile, liminal ground where new meanings germinate and where common experiences in different contexts can provoke new bonds. The location of meaning too specifically on solid ground risks the loss of those elements most likely to carry us across borders.​[26]​

Ostojić is firmly focused on the fragility of the border, on the story of coming up against the same thing over and over again. Ahmed argues that what stops movement moves: “If you witness only the movement…you are not witnessing what (or who) is being stopped.”​[27]​ This also links back to Anzaldúa, who states that “Living on borders and in margins, keeping intact one’s shifting and multiple identity and integrity, is like trying to swim in a new element, an ‘alien’ element. It is living in the shadows, living being constantly divided.”​[28]​

Exile Diary, Day 26
Chicago, winter 2003. At a friend’s baby shower party. It is the first winter day, snow and wind, it is absolutely freezing outside. Standing next to a woman that I just met, waiting for our guest of honour to come. I hardly know anyone at this party, moreover, it is my first experience of a baby shower. She tries to understand where Macedonia is, I try to explain what I am doing here. And there she is, covered in snow, in a long greyish, old coat probably borrowed from her husband, her hair is soaking wet, and her face is pale from the cold. She enters shivering with a hesitant smile, her belly popping the buttons of the coat.
A man from the far end of the room, half drunkenly yells at her.
“Oh, there she is! Ann, with that bump you look like an Eastern European woman. Like a female version of Tom Hanks in that movie…What was the name…”
And bursts out in loud laughter.
She smiles back at him, puzzled by the comment, and then her gaze is frozen on my face. Her lips move in a whisper:
“Sorry”.
I just wave my hand…
The woman next to me asks:
“So Macedonia was in Eastern Europe? “
I nod with my head, starring at my shadow, thinking to myself,
“Can you tell that I am Eastern European?”

Economics of Belonging: Becoming Legal 
Nina Power has openly questioned, in the book One Dimensional Woman, the purpose and economics of feminism today, and how we have done little to address the real questions of emancipation in the last decade. And that is: 

That personal is no longer just political, it’s economic through and through. The blurring of work, social, personal and physical life is almost total. If feminism is to have a future, it has to recognize the new ways in which life and existence are colonized by new forms of domination that go far beyond objectification as it used to be understood.​[29]​

In the performance event Blood & Soil: we were always meant to meet… Lena Šimić seeks to problematize notions and economies of citizenship and belonging. By exposing the application process for becoming British in the UK, Šimić encroaches on territories of legality, personal decisions, and intergenerational responsibility. The border alters the way that bodies carry and perform themselves, not only in the moment of encounter but for years (and even generations) afterwards. Entire cultures have been defined by the proximity to a border or by the border crossing of ancestors. 
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Šimić frames her performative investigatory journey through Blood and Soil, by asking British friends and colleagues to give her a task to accomplish which will help her to “become British.” This was followed by a performance that was conceived as a “community exam” where the audience members took the “Life in the UK” test–an obligatory test for all immigrants applying for British citizenship and for Indefinite Leave to Remain. Throughout the performance/test, two performers (Lena Šimić and Jennifer Verson) map their stories of multiple belongings to the British isle. The performance event addresses the question of how texts regulate, map, and shape real living bodies. This performance reveals the complexity of citizenship acquired through birth and naturalized citizenship. Nyers argues that 

Citizenship is a concept that is derived from a speciﬁcally European lineage and so represents a kind of conceptual imperialism that effaces other ways of being political...for all the innovations in how we conceive of citizenship, the concept remains deeply embedded with practices that divide humanity according to race, ethnicity, gender and geography.​[30]​ 

Citizenship is being employed to both “secure the borders” and “secure the future” according to Tyler, through an “active citizenship agenda” in school and communities, which aims to transform unruly migrants into productive citizens, through education and tests.​[31]​
Šimić, in her collaborative project, foregrounds Avtar Brah’s argument that the emerging hybrid identities challenge the assumption of monoculturalism in Europe.​[32]​ It is evident from her “Endnotes on How to become British” that at times home is nowhere, that she belongs in the margin, that she lives on the edge. Her home life consists of the following: there are three kids, her performance practice, Institute for the Art and Practice of Dissent at home, PhD, and marriage with Gary (although they married just for papers). This itemization works with hooks’ argument that “home is that place which enables and promotes varied and ever-changing perspectives, a place where one discovers new ways of seeing reality, frontiers of difference.”​[33]​ hooks identifies marginality as the site of radical possibility, a space of resistance. Marginality offers the possibility to imagine alternatives, new worlds. This brings us back once more to Anzaldúa’s borderland and to her assertion that: 

Borders are set up to define places that are safe and unsafe, to distinguish us from them. A border is a dividing line, a narrow strip along a steep edge. A borderland is a vague and undetermined place created by the emotional residue of an unnatural boundary. It is a constant state of transition.​[34]​  

Absent Belonging: The Levels of Europeanness
“Fortress Europe”​[35]​ has acquired a whole new meaning since 2014. But in order to explain the levels of Europeanness and belonging/being European that are emerging from current crises, I need to resort to nominal symbology, derived from the continent-designated Greek name. The myth of Europe brings to attention human union with the bull as the symbolic representation of strength and fertility. Thus Europe still strongly signifies fecundity, wealth, and abundance. And, as such, it is perceived as a desired location for immigrants and refugees. 
The phenomenon of the border, its constitution, shifts, and apparent dissolution, has increasingly become the subject of negotiations and rethinking in EU politics. Both Ostojić and Šimić are European, but their place of birth prevents them from claiming a legitimate European identity that will allow them to work or travel to what is currently defined as the European Union (2008). Braidotti elaborates on this and argues that people from the Balkans, and some parts of the South-Eastern regions of Europe, are not yet perceived as “good Europeans.”​[36]​ For non-EU Europeans, the passage through a passport office requires many forms of identification, proof, and guarantees of identity. Alexandrova and Lyon highlight the process of justification requested particularly from migrant women from Eastern Europe, who are required to outline the reasons and explain their decisions to cross the national border. Ostojić claims that women move across borders to gain agency and to improve their lives.  By drawing attention to the autobiographical, she questions the levels of belonging and Europeanness in EU. When asked to elucidate on her choice to produce highly political work about Fortress Europe, Ostojić draws on the personal as political:  

As artists, the way I see it, we don't have that nine to five job where we can keep a distance. That's the point with this project, it asks all of you in a way. There are explicit consequences in your daily life. I ended up communicating with people I didn't know…. I wanted to address the so-called Fortress Europe biopolitics, violence of the borders existence, restrictions of the access to the citizens’ rights and in particular fragility of gender in the context of migration. The frame of this project was emancipatory for me regarding the segregation of my passport, that didn't allow me to move without a visa. Instead, I chose the husband, I chose the method, I chose the rules, and I financed the project.​[37]​ 

Lena Šimić acknowledges the centrality of the passport in a very pragmatic way. Similarly to Ostojić, she is employing the strategy of massaging the law by not taking the regulations for granted. She writes:

See, I am after the passport, the British passport. When I was little I used to say I want to marry someone from England because England is blue. Blue is my favourite colour. So, I married someone from England. England is more grey than blue. Passport is kind of dark red. I need the passport. At airport arrivals and departures I am all the other nationalities. I want to go directly through. I want the passport.​[38]​

Alexandrova and Lyon argue that women without identity documents acutely feel the precarious nature of not belonging. They state that women with dual citizenship or two identification documents are comforted by having them, and are fully aware of the flexibility they permit: the possibility of changing one’s formal identity and belonging.​[39]​ Bauman suggests that the world is now characterized by two classes of people: tourist-consumers (those with agency who are free to consume and move), and vagabonds (disposable populations who get stuck, and whose lives are often wasted). What distinguishes these two classes is mobility; the relative freedom to move across borders. The tourists’ distances are easily bridged, but when vagabonds attempt to cross borders,

They travel surreptitiously, often illegally, sometimes paying more for the crowded steerage of a stinking unseaworthy boat than others pay for business-class gilded luxuries and are frowned upon, and if unlucky, arrested and promptly deported, when they arrive. ​[40]​

Ostojić and Šimić use strategic first-person voices to acknowledge the precarious second category to which they both belong. My thinking on voice here bears an affinity with that of feminist law professor and writer Drucilla Cornell: voice in contrast to muteness that not only implies the silencing of women, but indicates the dumbness before what cannot be heard or read because it cannot be articulated.​[41]​ Both Ostojić and Šimić are challenging the division of population by resolutely refusing to belong completely to either side. They open up the complexity of in-between transitional states, which remain untouched by strict border policies and passport classifications. 

Happily Ever After: Self-chosen Exile as Resistance
Migration often entails the physical disruption of intimate relationships, and it always involves distance from one’s own familiar territory. Mobility can be motivated by relationships, as they make geography and the personal intersect. Ostojić and Šimić employ marriage as legal relationship and use the autobiographical mode to address wider political and economic issues. Heddon has noted that many performers who activate the power of the autobiographical mode “simultaneously place the referent into a situation of instability prompting us to question the status of what we see.”​[42]​ She maintains “that the challenge for all autobiographical performance is to harness the dialogic potential afforded by the medium, using it in the service of difference rather than sameness.”​[43]​ 
By adopting and playing the game of love and marriage, Ostojić and Šimić embody the personal within a potent economical discourse. On every level they challenge the notion of belonging and entitlement that only comes with an EU passport.  For Arendt, belonging can never be something that an individual performs. It has to be an action performed with others, and it has to be public. Indeed, in her terms, belonging has to enter into the sphere of appearance. For Arendt, the efficacy and the true exercise of our freedom does not follow from our individual personhood, but rather from social conditions such as place and political belonging. And it is not that we first need a place or a mode of belonging, but that the rights we exercise are grounded in pre-legal rights to belonging and to place: “the right to have rights, or the right of every individual to belong to humanity, should be guaranteed by humanity itself.”​[44]​ 
In light of this, it is incredibly important to keep resisting the monolithic culture of what constitutes Europeanness today. By employing humour, intimacy, and self-reflection, Ostojić and Šimić use the state of self-exile as a point of resistance. We need more examples of personal dissidence like this: examples of unruliness, disobedience, and of a general indisposition to follow the path determined by the state and the European Union. This may help us create a more conceptualized and creative reading of what constitutes a migrant in a contemporary European context. In these moments of desperation and grief,​[45]​ we must find ways to empathize with the Other, and to care for ourselves and others. The visual, conceptual, and artistic exploration of borders and states of exile are necessary to renounce patriarchal, sexist, and racist attitudes that separate the body from the mind, the intimate from the political, and human beings from each other.
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